
Daffodils offered by Mrs. J. Abet Smith 
Orchard House, Letty Green, near Hertford, England. 	 Telephone: Hatfield 61274 and 61585 

SEASON 1982 

OPEN DAY SUNDAY APRIL 18th — FROM 10.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m. 
All enquiries receive my personal attention and bulbs offered in the SPRING will be despatched in August and early September 

OVERSEAS orders are welcome and should be received not later than mid-July 

Postage and packing charged at cost. Orders cannot be cancelled except by mutual consent. 

Figures following the names of varieties denote approximately the time of flowering. No. 1 being the earliest and No. 6 the latest. 

New Introductions for 1982 

3W—YYR BIRDSONG 4 (Carncairn) Corofin x Tulyar 
A beautiful well-poised flower with a pure white perianth and flat yellow cup banded with a brillaint red. Excellent 
Show flower and winner of many prizes in Northern Ireland 	  £3.00 each 

3W—GYR FARAWAY 4 (Ballydorn) 
Striking colour in deep red crown with a deep green throat and broad white overlapping perianth of substance. 

£4.00 each 
1Y—Y 	GOLDEN SHOWERS 3-4 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Arctic Gold x Welbeck 

A very nicely proportioned deep yellow trumpet which flowers later than its parents. Shown in winning collection 
of six seedlings at the R.H.S. Daffodil Show 1981 under No. F9/41 	  £10.00 each 

3W—GWY HIGH TOWER 4 (Ballydorn) 
A tall distinctive flower with glistening white perianth and a small crown of deep yellow with faint pale orange 
rim and green throat. Best Seedling Ballymena 1981 	  £15.00 each 

3W—WWY MARY ISABEL 3 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Ethel x Syracuse 
This is a sister of "Park Springs". The delicate smooth flower has a small flattish cup with yellow rim. Has a good 
Show record under No. Q3/91 	  £5.00 each 

2W W 	POLAR CIRCLE 3 (Carncairn) Seedling x Ardbane 
Very large superb white flower with circular perianth segments and a flat circular cup 	  £10.00 each 

2W—P 	ROYAL OCCASION 3-4 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Knightwick x Seedling 
This is a good sized flower with a solid deep pink cup right to the base. The perianth segments are pure white 
overlapping and slightly pointed 	  £7.00 each 

3W—GYO SATURN 4 (Carncairn) Bravura x Bushmills 
A tall striking flower with a flat circular cup of yellow rimmed with solid orange red. Dark green eye.  . . .  £5.00 each 

1W—W 	WHITE DIAMOND 2-3  (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Desdemona x Jennifer Ruth 
Magnificent large flower of purist white with broad overlapping petals 	  £10.00  each 

New Introductions  for  1981 

1Y—W 	CINDYWOOD 3  (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Daydream x Seedling 
A  useful addition to the scarce reversed bi-colour trumpets. Pointed deep yellow perianth with a neatly rolled 
trumpet which turns white on full development. Shown in winning group of reversed bi-colours at the Daffodil 
Society Show 1980 	  £10.00 each 

2W—W 	DOVER CLIFFS 2-3  (F. E. Board) Brookfield x Seedling 
Huge, but well proportioned chalk white bloom with yellow eye. Best Division 2 flower R.H.S. 1980. Proving 
consistent performer 	  £10.00 each 

1W—P 	EARLY BLOSSOM 1  (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Famine Rose x Seedling 
This pink trumpet is the first of the early daffodils to come into bloom. The trumpet which is nicely frilled is 
only a pale pink, but the plant is tall and strong growing. It should be of great value for breeding very early pinks. 

£4.00 each 
3W—GYY JAMESTOWN 4  (Ballydorn) 

Distinctive yellow ruffled crown. Very flat overlapping perianth. Very strong stem and a good neck. Great 
substance 	  £3.00  each 

3W—GWY  TOP  OF THE  HILL 4-5  (Ballydorn) 
Beautiful tall flower of Crepello type with sparkling white perianth and small pale crown and green eyed and 
edged yellow. Several Show successes in 1980 including Northern Bank Trophy 	  £12.00 each 

1Y-0 	UNCLE  BEN  2 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Charioteer x Uncle Remus 
An improvement on the earlier orange-red trumpets in that the flower has better form. A medium sized bloom 
with a long frilled orange trumpet. Formerly No. G7/32 	  f7.00  each 

2W—GPP  UPPER  BROUGHTON 5 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Stainless x Jewel Song 

A very charming medium sized flower with pure white circular perianth. The small pink crown has an attractive 

eye and a band of deeper pink 	  £12.00  each 



General List 

1Y—Y 	ARMAGH 3 (W. J. Dunlop) 
A first class large golden yellow trumpet of highest exhibition quality with exceptionally good stem and neck 

50p each 
3W—Y 	AIRCASTLE 4 (Grant E. Mitsch U.S.A.) Green Island x Chinese White 

Excellent Show flower being twice Best Flower at the R.H.S. The petals are greenish beige and the cup is pale 
lemon. A novel and unusual flower and the perfection of form makes it valuable as breeding stock . .  £1.25 each 

3Y—ORR ALTRUIST 3-4 (F. E. Board) 
A very striking and attractive flower with most unusual colouring. The flat perianth segments have a smooth 
glistening texture of coppery orange and the small flat cup is dark orange-red. A winner in single bloom classes. 

£2.50 each 
1W—W 	APRIL LOVE 2-3 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Ave x Empress of Ireland 

This is a sister seedling of Tutankhamun. It is a magnificent pure ice-white flower which has a very slender trumpet 
with a neat serrated roll. A large graceful flower of exquisite quality. Won the F. E. Board Trophy for the best 
seedling at the Daffodil Society Show 1974 	  £10.00 each 

3W---Y 	BARNBY MOOR 5 (Mrs.  J.  Abel Smith) Morning Coud x Jewel Song 
A flower of great quality with smooth pure white perianth and a pale yellow cup with darker rim. On the breeding, 
this cultivar could produce the much desired small-cupped pink 	  £7.00 each 

3W—O 
	

BIRCHILL 5 (Mrs.  J.  Abel Smith) Ethel x Myriantha 
A charming flower of medium size with a broad white perianth and orange crown. The flower is nicely poised on 
a strong stem. Shown in winning collection of 6 seedlings which gained a Silver Simmonds Medal at the R.H.S. 
Daffodil Show 1974 under No. H3/81 	  £2.50 each 

1Y—Y 	BLEASBY GORSE 1 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Topnotcher x Brabazon 
H.C.Wisley Trials 1979. This deep yellow trumpet is exceptionally early, free flowering and of excellent constitution. 
A well balanced flower with a trumpet that is nicely serrated at the mouth 	  40p each 

1Y—Y 	BRABAZON 1 (G. H. Johnstone) Constantine x King of the North 
A.M. Wisley Trials 1974, F.C.C. Wisley Trials 1980. This variety heralds the Spring. It is an early Show flower of 
quality and grows well in a cool greenhouse 	  40p each 

2Y-0 	BRACKENHURST 2 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Ceylon x Trifine 
An early flower with smooth deep yellow perianth and a solid orange red bowl shaped crown which is sunproof. Very 
consistent and free flowering. Shown in several winning seedling collections under No. M6/11 R.H.S. Competition 

£2.00 each 
2W--WIMP BRAMLEY 2  (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Lady Jowitt x Famille Rose 

---- A charming flower with overlapping smooth perianth. The wide frilly cup has a true apple blossom pink rim. Very 
early for a flower of this type. Robust plant 	  £1.00 each 

2W—P 	BURGAGE HILL 5 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Passionale x Seedling 
The ice-white perianth segments are broad and smooth. The flower is similar in form to "Passionale" but the cup is 
distinctly deeper in colour, yet maintaining the true pink shade so much admired on the Show Bench . 	£7.00 each 

General List 

1Y—Y 	ARMAGH 3 (W. J. Dunlop) 
A first class large golden yellow trumpet of highest exhibition quality with exceptionally good stem and neck 

50p each 
3W—Y 	AIRCASTLE 4 (Grant E. Mitsch U.S.A.) Green Island x Chinese White 

Excellent Show flower being twice Best Flower at the R.H.S. The petals are greenish beige and the cup is pale 
lemon. A novel and unusual flower and the perfection of form makes it valuable as breeding stock  ...  £1.25 each 

3Y—ORR ALTRUIST 3-4 (F. E. Board) 
A very striking and attractive flower with most unusual colouring. The flat  perianth  segments have a smooth 
glistening texture of coppery orange and the small flat  cup is  dark orange-red. A winner in single bloom classes. 

£2.50 each 
1W—W 	APRIL LOVE 2-3 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Ave x Empress of  Ireland 

This  is  a sister seedling of Tutankhamun. It  is  a magnificent pure ice-white flower which has a very slender trumpet 
with  a  neat serrated  roll.  A large graceful flower  of exquisite  quality. Won the F. E. Board Trophy for the best 
seedling  at the Daffodil Society Show 1974 	  £10.00 each 

3W---Y 	BARNBY MOOR 5 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith)  Morning Coud  x Jewel  Song 
A flower of great quality with smooth pure white  perianth and  a pale yellow  cup  with darker rim. On the breeding, 
this cultivar could produce the much desired small-cupped pink 	  £7.00 each 

3W70 BIRCHILL 5 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Ethel x Myriantha 
A charming flower of medium  size  with  a  broad white perianth  and orange  crown. The flower  is nicely  poised  on 
a strong stem. Shown in winning  collection of  6 seedlings which gained a  Silver  Simmonds  Medal  at  the  R.H.S. 
Daffodil Show 1974 under No.  H3/81 	  £2.50 each 

1 Y—Y 	BLEASBY GORSE 1 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith)  Topnotcher  x Brabazon 
H.C.Wisley Trials 1979. This  deep yellow  trumpet  is  exceptionally  early, free  flowering  and  of excellent constitution. 
A well balanced flower  with a trumpet  that  is nicely serrated at  the  mouth 	  40p each 

1Y—Y 	BRABAZON 1 (G. H. Johnstone)  Constantine x  King of  the North 
A.M.  Wisley  Trials 1974, F.C.C.  Wisley Trials  1980.  This variety heralds the Spring.  It  is  an  early  Show  flower  of 
quality and grows well  in a  cool greenhouse  	  40p each 

2Y-0 	BRACKENHURST 2 (Mrs.  J. Abel Smith) Ceylon  x  Trifine 
An early flower with  smooth  deep yellow perianth and a solid orange red bowl shaped  crown which  is  sunproof. Very 
consistent and free flowering. Shown in several winning seedling collections under  No. M6/11 R.H.S. Competition 

£2.00 each 
2W--WIMP BRAMLEY 2  (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Lady Jowitt x Famille Rose 

---- A charming flower with overlapping smooth perianth. The wide frilly cup has a true apple blossom pink rim. Very 
early for a flower of this type. Robust plant 	  £1.00 each 

2W—P 
	

BURGAGE HILL 5 (Mrs. J.  Abel Smith)  Passionale x  Seedling 
The ice-white perianth segments are broad and smooth. The flower is similar in form to "Passionale" but the cup is 
distinctly  deeper in  colour,  yet maintaining  the true  pink shade so much  admired on the Show Bench  . 	£7.00 each 



2W—W CANISP 3 (J. S. B. Lea) 
F.C.C. R.H.S. 1967. A flower of very high quality and good substance. A very consistent first class Show flower 
and has been the Best Bloom on two occasions in competitive classes at the R H S 	  £3.00 each 

1W —Y 	CAROLINE FOX 3-4 (G. H. Johnstone) Tunis x Brunswick 
A. M. Wisley Trials 1978. Avery long lasting variety with a good yellow trumpet which retains its colour .  40p each 

2W—W 	CASTLE OF ME Y 4  (Guy L. Wilson) 
This is a beautiful ice -white flower of perfect quality 	  75p each 

2W— P 	CLOCHMER LE 3  (Guy L. Wilson) 
The flower is of ample size with broad petals and large crown which opens buffy but soon becomes rich pink 
throughout   60p each 

3W—Y 	CLUMBER 4-5  (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Green Howard x Aircastle 
An attractive well proportioned flower with smooth white perianth and a flat bright yellow crown which retains 
its colour. Strong plant 	  a .25 each 

2Y—W 	DAYDREAM 3 (Grant E. Mitsch U.S.A.) King of the North x Content 
F.C.C. R.H.S. 1966. Sulphur lemon perianth of good substance and texture. The cup opens lemon coloured, but 
quickly passes to white. A certain winner in its class 	  50p  each 

2W—P 	DEBUTANTE 4 (J. L. Richardson) Wild Rose x Rose Caprice 
A.M. A really remarkabte flower with very broad rounded perianth. The cup is bright coral pink. Good strong plant 

£1.00 each 
2W—W 	DESDEMONA 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson) 

A magnificent Show flower approaching trumpet measurement. Bred from "Rashee" 	  60p each 

3Y—R 	DOUBTFUL 2-3 (J. L. Richardson) 
1.'"  Clear yellow perianth with cup of intense glowing orange red. An ideal Show flower 	  50p each 

2W—WP DULCIE JOAN 3-4 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Ethel x Syracuse 
An unusual flower with a deep pink rim to the shortish crown. The smooth white perianth is of superb quality and 
great substance. It was previously exhibited under No. Q3/85 and is very consistent and free flowering.  A  useful 
innovation for classes in which the pink  colouring  in the cup must not be predominant 	  50p each 

2Y—Y 	EMILY 4-5 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Green Howard x Aircastle 
This is a striking and unusual flower  with  rounded pale lime-yellow perianth and deeper yellow crown. One  of  6 
seedlings which  gained  an award at the R.H.S.  Daffodil  Show  in  1974 under No. P4/91 	  £1.25 each 

3W—GYY FAIRMAID 4-5 (Ballydorn) 
L.7-'/ 

 A Fairgreen seedling of very high quality and good deep green throat      £7.00  each 



General List/Continued , . 

2Y—R , 	FALSTAFF 2-3 (J. L. Richardson) Ceylon x Seedling 
/ 

1•/ 	
F.C.C. R.H.S. 1968. Most striking flower of brilliant colour. The golden yellow perianth is very smooth and the 
cup is deep orange red. A first class exhibition flower. 	  £3.00 each 

1W—P 	FARNSFIELD 5 (Mrs. J. AbeINSrnith) Rima x Geisha 
This pink trumpet is late flowering. Has good neck and stem. The trumpet is a little deeper in colour than the 
seed parent 	  £5.00 each 

3W—GYO FLORIDA MANOR 4-5 (Ballydorn) 
A tall free flowering "Clockface" cross. Excellent form and substance. Smooth flower with neat orange banded 
crown and green eye 	  £2.00 each 

2Y-0 	GOLDEN AMBER 3 (Ballydorn) 
Unusual buff golden perianth and orange red expanded cup. Garden flower of lasting quality. Vigorous plant. 

£2.00 each 

2Y—Y 	GOLDEN AURA 4 (J. L. Richardson) 
A Show flower of the highest quality, deep golden yellow throughout, outstanding in its class. A very strong 

CV 	vigorous grower producing beautiful bulbs 	  £3.00 each 

1Y—Y 	GOLDEN SOVEREIGN 3-4 (Ballydorn) Golden Rapture x Seedling 
An exceptional deep golden trumpet of the highest quality and vigorous constitution. Deepsolid gold throughout. 

Mid-season 	  £4.00 each 

1Y—Y 	GOLD PHANTOM 3 (J. L. Richardson) 
A medium sized flower of splendid form and quality which came from open pollinated Arctic Gold. The flower is 
deep uniform gold throughout. Good Show flower. Strong and vigorous 	  £2.00 each 

2Y—W 	GRAND PROSPECT 4 (J. L. Richardson) Camelot x Daydream 

VA sulphur lemon flower of great quality and fine texture. The trumpet shaped crown turns white on full develop-
ment. Outstanding Show results in single bloom classes in 1981 	  £7.50 each 

2Y—V 	GREAT EXPECTATIONS 3-4 (Mrs. J. L. Richardson) Golden Aura x Camelot 
This is an exciting addition to the small number of all yellow 2a's. The flower is well proportioned wonderfully 
smooth and deep golden yellow throughout. A first class Show flower. 	  £5.00 each 

2W—Y 	IRISH MINSTREL 4 (J. L. Richardson) Green Island x Tudor Minstrel 
A.M. R.H.S. 1960. A very fine large flower with broad flat white perianth of thick waxy substance. The large 
expanded cup of bright clear deep yellow is beautifully frilled at the mouth. A useful addition to this class in 
which really good flowers are scarce 	  £1.00 each 

3W—Y0 JESSIMAN 3-4 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Chinese White x Ethel 
A beautiful well poised flower with rounded pure white perianth and small yellow cup with orange rim. A Show 
flower of quality with good stem and neck 	  60p each 

2W—P 	JEWEL SONG 4-5 (J. L. Richardson) Infatuation x Debutante 
A charming small flower almost a 3b by measurement. The pure white perianth is round and overlapping and the 

tve 	flat crown is solid coral pink     75p each 
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2Y—R  , 	FALSTAFF 2-3 (J. L. Richardson) Ceylon x Seedling 
/ 

1•/ 	
F.C.C. R.H.S. 1968. Most striking flower of brilliant colour. The golden yellow perianth is very smooth and the 
cup is deep orange red. A first class exhibition flower. 	  £3.00 each 

1W---P 	FARNSFIELD 5 (Mrs. J. AbeINSrnith) Rima x Geisha 
This pink trumpet is late flowering. Has good neck and stem. The trumpet is a little deeper in colour than the 
seed parent 	  £5.00 each 

3W—GYO FLORIDA MANOR 4-5 (Ballydorn) 
A tall free flowering "Clockface" cross. Excellent form and substance. Smooth flower with neat orange banded 
crown and green eye 	  £2.00 each 

2Y-0 	GOLDEN AMBER 3 (Ballydorn) 
Unusual buff golden perianth and orange red expanded cup. Garden flower of lasting quality. Vigorous plant. 

£2.00 each 
2Y—Y 	GOLDEN AURA 4 (J. L. Richardson) 

A Show flower of the highest quality, deep golden yellow throughout, outstanding in its class. A very strong 
ce"' 	vigorous grower producing beautiful bulbs  	  £3.00 each 

1Y—Y 	GOLDEN SOVEREIGN 3-4 (Ballydorn) Golden Rapture x Seedling 
An exceptional deep golden trumpet of the highest quality and vigorous constitution. Deepsolid gold throughout. 
Mid-season 	  £4.00 each 

1Y—Y 	GOLD PHANTOM 3 (J. L. Richardson) 
A medium sized flower of splendid form and quality which came from open pollinated Arctic Gold. The flower is 
deep uniform gold throughout. Good Show flower. Strong and vigorous 	  £2.00 each 

2Y—W 	GRAND PROSPECT 4 (J. L. Richardson) Camelot x Daydream 
A sulphur lemon flower of great quality and fine texture. The trumpet shaped crown turns white on full develop- 
ment. Outstanding Show results in single bloom classes in 1981 	  £7.50 each 

2Y—V 	GREAT EXPECTATIONS 3-4 (Mrs. J. L. Richardson) Golden Aura x Camelot 
This is an exciting addition to the small number of all yellow 2a's. The flower is well proportioned wonderfully 
smooth and deep golden yellow throughout. A first class Show flower. 	  £5.00 each 

2W—V 
	

IRISH MINSTREL 4 (J. L. Richardson) Green Island x Tudor Minstrel 
A.M. R.H.S. 1960. A very fine large flower with broad flat white perianth of thick waxy substance. The large 
expanded cup of bright clear deep yellow is beautifully frilled at the mouth. A useful addition to this class  in 
which really good flowers are scarce 	  £1.00 each 

3W—Y0 JESSIMAN 3-4 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Chinese White x Ethel 
A beautiful well poised flower with rounded pure white perianth and small yellow cup with orange  rim. A  Show 
flower of quality with good stem and neck 	  60p each 

2W—P 	JEWEL SONG 4-5 (J. L. Richardson) Infatuation x Debutante 
A charming small flower almost a 3b by measurement. The pure white perianth is round and overlapping and the 

tve 	flat crown is solid coral pink     75p each 



3W—GWW KINCORTH 3-4 (Brodie of Brodie) PuceIle x Chinese White 
A very small bulb produces superb blooms similar to its pollen parent, but with a shorter neck. Regarded as useful 
breeding stock 	  40p each 

IY—Y 	KINGSCOURT 3-4 (J. L. Richardson) Royalist x Crocus 
One of the best exhibition yellow trumpets in commerce 	  75p each 

2W—P 	KIR KUNGTON 2-3 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Chelsea China x Maiden's Blush 
An early pink with a fine constitution. The cup is a lovely solid deep rose pink. An extremely good increaser. 
Shown in winning seedling collections 	  £2.50 each 

2W—P 	KNIGHTWICK  4  (J. L. Richardson) Rosewell x Rose Caprice 
One of the finest of the new pink varieties. Smooth white perianth with a rich rose pink cup.   75p each 

3W—GY0 LANCASTER 4 (Ballydorn) 
A distinctive yellow much crinkled crown which has a faint orange flush on opening and a striking deep green 
eye. One of winning group Royal Mail Trophy Omagh 1979 	  £4.00 each 

3W—Y  0  LANGFORD  GROVE 4  (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Hamzali x Aircastle 
An outstanding exhibition flower with a very flat clear yellow cup which has a deep orange band. The slightly 
reflexed perianth is pure white. Won the F.E. Biard Trophy for the Best Seedling at the Daffodil Society Show 
in 1976 	  £4.00 each 

2W—V 	LAN WITH  4  (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Trousseau x Winter 
Best described as an improved "My Love" with a smooth rounded white perianth. The cup approaches trumpet 
dimensions and opens pale primrose but soon develops a rich canary-yellow which does not fade 	 40p each 

3Y—Y 	LEMONADE 4  (J. L. Richardson) 
A_M. 1961 as a Show flower. The perianth is a pale greeny lemon colour and the medium sized flat cup is of a 

..V  slightly deeper greeny tone. The flower opens with a white perianth and only acquires the lemony colour after 
some days. A very tall robust plant 	  £1.25 each 

2W—P 	LE 	All  3-4 (Grant E. Mitsch U.S.A.) Green Island x Seedling 
This is a most unusual flower with flat white overlapping perianth and pink cup with a distinct tinge of lavender. 

50p each 
3W—GYR LICHFIELD  4  (C. R. Wooton) 

A beautiful medium-sized Show flower. Greenish primrose cup edged with wide brim of bright red and very flat 
white petals 	  £1.00 each 



1W—Y 
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3W—GYR 

2W—WWP 

2W—GPP 

2W—P 

2W-0 

3Y—Y 

3Y-0 

3W--Y 

2W—GPP 

LISBAN E 4-5 (Ballydorn) 
A beautiful green eyed flower with a deep red wire to crown against broad white perianth. Good stem and neck. 
Best seedling 3b at Ballymena 1974 	  £4.00 each 

MAPLEBECK 4-5 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Infatuation x Chelsea Derby 
This is an unusual small decorative flower with a pointed white perianth. The cup has a very deep pink rim. Full 
sister to "Pink Panther". Extremely prolific 	  75p each 

MARGARET CLARE 3-4 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Infatuation x Chelsea China 
A charming flower of medium size. The white perianth has overlapping segments slightly pointed at the tips. The 
crown is a delicate apple blossom pink with a tint of sea green at the base. Grows well in a cold greenhouse. 

40p each 
MARY'S PINK 3-4 (Carncairn) 
Clear pink cup with green eye and glistening white slightly pointed perianth 	  £1.00 each 

MILFORD 4-5 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Kilworth x Arbar 
A very white pointed perianth with a neat goblet shaped orange cup. Tall strong plant which is sunproof. 

£2.50 each 
MINSTER LODGE 4 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Green Howard x Aircastle 
This is a unique flower being pale yellow throughout. The flowers are small and of true 3a size with broad 
pointed perianth and well proportioned cup. Sister to "Emily" 	  £2.50 each 

MOON RHYTHM 3-4 (Ballydorn) 
A distinctive large flower of sulphur yellow perianth becoming paler with age and a well propoertioned crown of 
orange red. Best Division 3A Harrogate Show 1979 	  £10.00 each 

MORNING CLOUD 3-4 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Chinese White x Trudy 
This is a flower of quality with pure white broad perianth and a crown which can show, in certain seasons, a faint 
flush of pink. Good stem and neck. Shown in winning group of seedlings at R.H.S. Competition in 1968 and 
1972 under No. 12/72     50p each 

NEWCASTLE 3 (W. J. Dunlop) Niphetos x Kanchenjunga 
A lovely large flower pure white perianth with deep golden yellow trumpet. Best flower in the Competitive classes 
R.H.S. 1962 and 1969 	  £1.75 each 

NORMANTON 4 (Mrs. J. L. Richardson) Infatuation x Debutante 
A flower of great substance and form. The cup is a solid soft dear pink with an attractive green eye. Ideal for 
breeding stock as it is most consistent, free flowering and has an excellent neck and stem   £2.00 each 

3W—R 
	

NORWOOD 3-4 (Mrs. J. L. Richardson) Matapan x Rockall 
A striking medium sized flower with snow white perianth and an almost flat crown of brilliant red. . £2.25 each 

3W—WWY PARK SPRINGS 2 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Ethel x Syracuse 
F.C.C. as a Show flower R.H.S. 1979. A.M. R.H.S. 1976. Yet another "Ethel" seedling of lovely waxy texture. 
The crown is greenish pale lemon framed by an almost circular flawless perianth. Show flower of perfect form 
and balance. Best bloom R.H.S. Competition 1979 	  £2.50 each 

1W—Y 
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This is a unique flower being pale  yellow  throughout. The flowers are small and of true 3a size  with  broad 
pointed perianth and well proportioned cup. Sister to "Emily"  	  £2.50 each 
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flush of pink. Good stem and neck. Shown in winning group of seedlings at  R.H.S. Competition  in  1968  and 
1972 under  No.  12/72     50p  each 

NEWCASTLE 3  (W. J. Dunlop) Niphetos x Kanchenjunga 
A lovely large flower pure white perianth with deep golden yellow trumpet. Best flower in the Competitive  classes 
R.H.S.  1962 and 1969  	  £1.75 each 

NORMANTON 4  (Mrs. J. L. Richardson) Infatuation x Debutante 
A flower of great substance and form. The cup is a solid soft clear pink with an attractive green eye. Ideal for 
breeding stock as it is most consistent, free flowering and has an excellent neck and stem    £2.00 each 

3W—R 
	

NORWOOD  3-4  (Mrs. J. L. Richardson) Matapan x Rockall 
A striking medium sized flower with snow white perianth and an almost flat crown of brilliant red. .  £2.25  each 

3W—WWY PARK SPRINGS  2  (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Ethel  x  Syracuse 
F.C.C. as  a  Show flower  R.H.S.  1979. A.M.  R.H.S.  1976. Yet another "Ethel" seedling of lovely  waxy  texture. 
The crown is greenish pale lemon framed by  an  almost circular flawless perianth. Show flower of perfect  form 
and balance. Best bloom R.H.S.  Competition 1979 	  £2.50 each 



2W—P 	PASSIONALE 3 (Guy L. Wilson) Rose of Tralee x Irish Rose 
Award of Merit R.H.S. 1957. Award of Merit Wisley Trials 1963. A fine Show flower. Excellent pink  cup. A  con- 
sistent winner in single bloom classes.  F.C.C.  Wisley  Trials  1971 	  50p each 

3Y—YYR PERIMETER 3  (i. L. Richardson) 
A  medium sized flower  with  soft yellow perianth. The cup has a narrow band of  bright  orange  red.  A valuable 
flower for  the  non-predominant coloured classes 	  75p each 

2W—P 	PINK PANTHER 2-3  (Mrs.  J.  Abel Smith) Infatuation  x  Chelsea Derby 
A most beautiful flower with broad white perianth and a shortish bright pink cup.  A  free blooming  plant  producing 
excellent bulbs. Very few bulbs available 	  £5.00 each 

2Y=R 	PIPE MAJOR 4 (F. E.  Board) Kindled x Craigywarren 
A  lovely  medium  sized flower with  a  perfectly flat smooth  yellow perianth  and a  beautifully proportioned deep 
red cup. A very consistent  Show  flower on a good tall stem 	  £1.00 each 

1W—:P 	RIMA 3-4  (Grant E. Mitsch U.S.A.) Kenmare x Dawnglow 
A most striking flower. The trumpet is rose lilac in  colour 	  60p each 

20—R 	RIO ROUGE 3  (Ballydorn) Foxhunter x Alight 
Broad copper-toned perianth  of  good form  and  nicely expanded  red  crown. In the Silver Simrnonds Medal Group 
R.H.S. 1978 	 £2.00 each 

3W—R 	ROCKALL 4  (J.  L. Richardson) 
F.C.C. R.H.S. 1965. A very large flower for this type  with  broad overlapping slightly pointed pure white perianth 
of lovely  quality and  thick substance. The saucer shaped crown is brilliant red. A very strong  plant  and certain 
winner  in  single bloom classes     £1.50 each 

2W—WYP ROMAN TILE 3-4  (G.  H.  Johnstone) Assent x Ann Abbott 
Snowy  white  rounded petals with a bowl shaped cup of shining rich primrose ribboned with  rich  deep pink. 

60p each 
2W—P 	ROSE ROYALE 4-5 (J.  L. Richardson) 

A.M. R.H.S.  1964. The ice-white perianth  is  exceptionally smooth and the elegantly shaped cup  is  clear rose pink. 
The  flower has  been in many winning Engleheart Cup exhibits 	f3.00 each 

2W—P 	RUFF RD 4-5 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Rose of Tralee x Chelsea China 
A decorative flower with a medium length cup of pure apple-blossom pink. The colour of  the  cup is the  out- 
standing feature of this sturdy garden plant 	  £1.00 each 



General List/Continued  . 

2Y—R 	SHINING LIGHT 4 (F. E. Board) Craigywarren x Kindled 
A flower of very good quality,  the  perianth segments  are  very smooth, slightly reflexed and of an attractive 
yellow. The deep orange goblet-shaped cup is neatly serrated at the edge and holds its colour well. A good Show 
flower and extremely consistent    £1.50 each 

2W—W 	STAINLESS 4  (Guy L. Wilson) 
This very charming 2c is most aptly named as the broad, smooth, slightly reflexed perianth segments are absolutely 
pure white and the shallow bowl-shaped crown appears almost to be whiter 	  40p each 

2Y—Y 
	

STRINE S 3-4 (F. E. Board) 
F.C.C. as a Show flower R.H.S.  1979. This is an all yellow rich in colour and with beautifully smooth petals. A 
very consistent Show flower of quality     £2.50 each 

3W—W 	SUILVEN 3  (J. S.  B. Lea) Chinese White x Green Island 
This is an exquisite flower of distinct character and a fine snow bloom 	  40p each 

3W—WWY SYRACUSE 4-5 (J.  L. Richardson) Green Island x Chinese White 
A flower of lovely quality with pure white perianth. The cup has a faint tinge of greenish yellow at the edge. 

Award of Merit R.H.S. 1961 	  45p each 

2Y-0 	TRIFINE 2-3 (G. H. Johnstone) Seedling [Dunkeld x Fortune] x Armada 
H.C. Wisley Trials 1977. A magnificent large early flower with broad smooth yellow perianth and orange cup 
which holds its colour well. Fine tall upstanding plant. Valuable for breeding 	  40p each 

W— WW TROUTBECK 5 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Blanc de Chine x Kincorth 
A glistening white flower with overlapping rounded perianth. The flat shallow crown has a beautiful emerald 
green eye. Strong plant with excellent stem and neck. In bloom after "Verona" 	  £10.00 each 

3W—GYR TULLYBEG 5 (Ballydorn) Merlin x Seedling 
A beautifully rounded and bright flower with pure white and very smooth petals of extraordinary substance. The 
cup is banded with a %" rim of deepest red which gives way to yellow and green in the eye. Distinctive Show 
flower     £2.00 each 

W— WW TUTANKHAMUN 2-3  (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Ave x Empress of Ireland 
A.M. as a Show flower R.H.S. 1975. This is a dazzling white flower of almost trumpet proportions, with a broad 
overlapping perianth of great substance. Nicely flanged crown with a very green centre. Strong plant with a good 
stem and neck. Blooms much earlier than most 2c's 	  £4.50 each 

2W—P 	TYNAN 3-4  (Carncairn) Pink O'Dawn x Rose Royale 
A true pink without any coppery tones. The pure white perianth  is  overlapping and slightly reflexing. Various 
Show successes in Northern Ireland    £2.00 each 

3W —W 
	

VERONA 4  (1 L. Richardson) Green Island x Chinese White 
F.C.C. RM. . 1961. Best bloom R.H.S.  1968. This is undoubtedly the finest 3c that has yet been seen. A superb 
flower about 4" across with a very broad rounded white perianth and a large almost flat crown. Strong plant with 
good neck and stem    75p each 



1Y—Y 	WELBECK 2-3 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Kingscourt x los 
A large and very smooth flower of golden yellow. Early flowering and does well in pots 	  £1.00 each 

2Y—R 	WESTHORPE 3 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Armada x Carbineer 
A fine early mid-season flower with a circular perianth of golden yellow and an orange-red cup which is sunproof. 

60p each 
1W—W 	WHITE PRINCESS 4-5 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Purity x Vigil 

This is a medium sized pure white trumpet. The perianth is broad and pointed and the trumpet neatly serrated. A 
valuable new edition as it comes into flower later than most other white trumpets. One of the group of 6 seedlings 
which gained the Silver Simmonds Medal at the R.H.S. in 1974 	  £7.00 each 

1W—Y 	VVILLOW GREEN 1-2 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Brabazon x Preamble 
A very early flower with a white perianth and a nicely rolled deep lemon trumpet which does not fade as the 
flower ages. Very vigorous plant with good stem and neck 	  75p each 

3W—YYO WINDBURN 4 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Hamzali x Aircastle 
This is a charming mid-season flower with broad white perianth and yellow crown with narrow orange rim. 

£1.25 each 

THE FOLLOWING BULBS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE 

1Y—Y 	ARCTIC GOLD 2-3  tv 	75p each 	2Y—R 	MARCURA 3 	  40p each 
3Y—R 	ARDOUR 3 	 s/ 	40p each 	2W—P 	OPHELIA 4 	50p each 
1Y—Y 	CHARIOTEER 3 	  40p each 	2Y—Y 	ORMEAU 2-3 	t.---- 	 75p each 
2W—P 	CHELSEA DERBY 4 40p each 	2W—P 	PINK SMILES 3 	  40p each 
3Y—R 	CHUNGKING 3 	

...- 	 40p each 	2Y—R 	REVELRY 4 	a•-'' 	 40p each 
2Y—R 	CRAIGYWARREN 3-4 .. 1 	. :'., . 40p each 	2Y—YYR RINGMASTER 3-4 	6----. 	£1.50 each 
2W—Y 	DUNMURRY 3-4. . . . SLPY:? ,,. 50p each 	2W—R 	SIGNAL LIGHT 3-4  	4.---- 	50p each 
1W—W 	EMPRESS OF IRELAND 2 .. ‘'''" . £1.50 each 	3Y—Y 	SILVER HOWARD 5 	  45p each 
2W—P 	FAMILLE ROSE 2-3 	  75p each 	2Y—R 	TARGET 3 	  40p each 
2W—GPP GAY MOOD 3-4   75p each 	3W—R 	TOREADOR 4 	  45p each 
3W—Y 	GREEN HOWARD 4 	...----  	40p each 	2W—W 	TORNAMONA 3-4 	  40p each 
2W—YYP INFATUATION 4-5 	  40p each 	1W---Y 	TROUSSEAU 2 	l'... 	 45p each 
2W-00Y IRISH CHARM 4-5 	- 	40p each 	3W—R 	TRUDY 4 	  40p each 
2Y—R 	JACKPOT 2-3 	  40p each 	2W---Y 	TUDOR MINSTREL 3. .t---7-':. .... 45p each 
2W—P 	MAIDEN'S BLUSH 2-3 	  40p each 	2W—W 	WEDDING BELL 2 	i----- 	75p each 
2Y—R 	MARCOA 5 	  40p each 	2W—WYY WOODGREEN 1 	si.----' 	60p each 

MIXED BULBS including seedlings (flowering size)   50 bulbs for £5.50 — 100 bulbs for £10.00 

THIS LIST CANCELS ALL PREVIOUS LISTS 

1Y—Y 

2Y--R 

1W—VV 

1W—Y 

3W—YY0 

WELBECK 2-3 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Kingscourt x los 
A large and very smooth flower of golden yellow. Early flowering and does well in pots 	  £1.00 each 

WESTHORPE 3 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Armada x Carbineer 
A fine early mid-season flower with a circular perianth of golden yellow and an orange-red cup which is sunproof. 

60p each 
WHITE PRINCESS 4-5 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Purity x Vigil 
This is a medium sized pure white trumpet. The perianth is broad and pointed and the trumpet neatly serrated. A 
valuable new edition as it comes into flower later than most other white trumpets. One of the group of 6 seedlings 
which gained the Silver Simmonds Medal at the R.H.S. in 1974 	  £7.00 each 

VVILLOW GREEN 1-2 (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Brabazon x Preamble 
A very early flower with a white perianth and a nicely rolled deep lemon trumpet which does not fade as the 
flower ages. Very vigorous plant with good stem and neck 	  75p each 

WINDBURN  4  (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Hamzali x Aircastle 
This is a charming mid-season flower with broad white perianth and yellow crown with narrow orange rim. 

£1.25 each 

THE FOLLOWING BULBS ARE ALSO  AVAILABLE 

1Y—Y 
3Y—R 
1Y—Y 
2W—P 
3Y—R 
2Y---R 
2W—Y 
1W—W 
2W—P 
2W—GPP 
3W—Y 
2W—YYP 
2W-00Y 
2Y—R 
2W—P 
2Y—R 

ARCTIC GOLD 2-3 	  75p  each 
ARDOUR 3 	  40p  each 
CHARIOTEER 3 	  40p  each 
CHELSEA DERBY 4 	40p  each 
CHUNGKING 3  	  40p  each 
CRAIGYWARREN  3-4 ..    40p each 
DUNMURRY 3-4. 	.S44137.  ,  50p  each 
EMPRESS  OF IRELAND  2 ..  ‘:<  .  £1.50 each 
FAMILLE  ROSE 2-3 	  75p each 
GAY MOOD 3-4   75p  each 
GREEN HOWARD  4 	  40p  each 
INFATUATION  4-5 	  40p each 
IRISH  CHARM  4-5 	  40p each 
JACKPOT 2-3  	  40p  each 
MAIDEN'S  BLUSH  2-3 	 40p each 
MARCOA 5 	  40p each 

2Y—R 
2W—P 
2Y---Y 
2W—P 
2Y—R 
2Y—YYR 
2W—R 
3Y—Y 
2Y—R 
3W—R 
2W---W 
1W—Y 
3W—R 
2W--Y 
2W--W 
2W—WYY 

MARCURA 3 	  40p each 
OPHELIA  4  	50p each 
ORMEAU 2-3  	tr--- 	 75p each 
PINK  SMILES  3 	  40p  each 
REVELRY 4  	  40p  each 
RINGMASTER 3-4  	  £150  each 
SIGNAL LIGHT 3-4 	  50p each 
SILVER HOWARD 5 	  45p each 
TARGET 3 	  40p each 
TOREADOR  4 	  45p each 
TORNAMONA 3-4 	  40p each 
TROUSSEAU 2 	  45p each 
TRUDY 4 	  40p each 
TUDOR MINSTREL 3. .   45p each 
WEDDING BELL 2 	  75p each 
WOODGREEN  1  	 r 	60p each 

MIXED BULBS including  seedlings  (flowering size) 	 50 bulbs for £5.50  —  100  bulbs for £10.00 

THIS LIST  CANCELS ALL PREVIOUS LISTS 


